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by Pete Peterson

This Is a somewhat personal account of a month-long mountaineering trip
into a rarely visited section of the Parcells aid Southern Seikinks in British
Columbia. The region is one that bately comes iti-in the edge of published
maps, nith many snuare miles of unmansed mountnine 133ng itLet to the south.
It was a back-necking trip in which the party was comp-Jet:ay self-suf2icient,-ne denendence being ninced on such fish :nd geme'ns the country afforded.
review is by the'least mountain=nise uember of the four man group.
_aa...e 'Preliminaries:

nashington to Tassnn.

For some weeks I had listened avidly, at every opportunity, to Donald's
and Arnold's plans for their second trip to the Selkjelle le:7.tn Sterling; the
details were necessarily vague in spots but most inberes.ing
Sterling was
an old hand at mountaineering; the other two had been on sovenal
such trips
before and had, besides, a considerable rock-eliZeing bcchgnennd, my experience
in both mountaineering anki rock-climbing WL$ ,uite liminte
d. On Wednesday
morning, July 2, I had no serioue thought of going along; 'ey noun of that
dr.ly the last intangible straw must have
been piled on, for I was "in". BY
midnight of Thursday most of our baggage vas checked at the Silver
Spring depot
for shipment ahead. The following 7edneoday
evening, July 9, s,;Ni us on the
train west. At Chicago we hurried about, between trains,
purchasing some of
our supplies; we returned to the station
laden with packages of reisins, nets,
Cheese, meat tins and a conspicuous garlic-fortified salmi.
The four day
train ride saw us through Minneanolis, Portal,':.tooe
Jaw, Calgary fend Panff to
our take-off point at Golden, B. C., on the Saturday
afternoon of July 12.
Golden one of us, at least, anticipated a full afternoon for
procerr
leisurely Sunday for selocting nnd repacking luggage and a takeoff
for the mountaine on Monday
of one's equiplinent here nes morning. It must be noted that the sorting out
a viteinmetter: you 11::.d bc) consider eneigklittle
item with respect
to it relative usefulness, its edibility end, above all,
its weight. The tyranny of "things assumed latge
"
pronortions. that went
into your duffle bag here you either carried
the whole way, or threw away
or ate en route: I had unpleasant
visions,-as I hefted illy beloved second
camera,-of its weight finally becomin intoler
able but yet finding myself
g
unable to throw it away; and nowhere could
I recall a recipe for making a
camera edible.
Shopping,

*

.7J

■kell111

A word about some of my hastily borrowed luggage. .Among th,:: things that
came with me to Golden were Jim Lemble earka, Sam Moore's moseuitoelet,
etereing Hendriek's opiate° ice-axe, Paul Bredtls crampons and Leo Scott's
snow goggles; most of these accompanied me into the mountains. Friends seem
te be even hendier at some times, than others,

The tangled skein of minor events n Golden is about as involved as a
evhodunite plot and the soon-to-be-wear reader will ex ceered many? of the
details. The problems resolved into securing any aveileele in:creation about
the region into which we were headed, of getting traeseectel)n as far into it
as possible and of buying most of our groceries, Ye e . e.e3 ereeneee with
Sin Feuz of Fridhem Hotel for storage of our city eleeee a:,. .3urplus baggage,
Then Sterling reflectively chewed a straw or two, tere. A-eel:3 in tow and
disappeared down the road; their inquiries apparent); :0. e eost efficient
grapevine into operation for they located two men t--N.
eelos and David H.
Simpson,-who knew mane of the answers we sought. 61 ...
eee even eeelored
the edge of our region ane had some most informattne eeieeeeeehs. It appeared
that the 31 eile trail ue the Seillimacheen -River eo 1 2 3.ie Creek, ehich we
nad thought to travel by pac -horse, was now easse.ele be j,
”3. Further, the
local ranger wee due to make a trip over this route emeee and if we could '
get down to his home base at Parson in time ee eight evoe arrange to ride
eieel him. Then about e P.
events galvanised us into a sueien selurge of
getting ready. ernoldis carefully prepared lists, that 'le Red Sterling had
wereed over on the long train ride, proved their full we-eh; tee hours )eter
the final buying, sorting and repacking for a monte?s teLe inte t;ic bush wee
eeee and we eere in e truck bound for Parcon,--e weeee-,eeion 20 miles S. 7.
ee 'leen.
Parson vie camped overnight and again those onium ereams of a leisurely
day crept softly in: the Thereabouts of the leen va.... a Jeep, Irving ?e:efee,
who we hoped would take us on our next st
.:as unknown; we gueesed he
would show up the next evening at earliest. Instead, he ae ,carod early in
the morning and ready to go, 'eine O'clock saw us again packed and now headed
for the upper reaches of the Spillimacheen River. The jeee wes well loaded:
three sat in the seet; in back ere the jeeefe radio equipment, our tents,
ropes, crampons, peckboards, ice-axes, a month's supply of food and all tho
other necessary evils that one designates by "etc". The other two riders
hung on with the beep re somehow,
That one night camp at Person stands out in my memory for two things':
There was my first try at setting up Arnold's tent; the occupants, Arnold
and Sterling, grumbled mirhtly that night at my having left a few bellthistles beneath the thin tent floor; a week later, with their backs seasoned
by heavy packing, the thietles eould have gone unnoticed, At the next camp
I was alleged to have pitched the same tent over a sawed-off stueee. After
this, Arnold set uo his own tent,
elso at Parson I assueed the job of dish-nasher for the party and found
my first chore was to scrub out the residual butter and poedered milk from
canisters that had been on last year's trip,. A dearth of soap and an overabundance of conflicting advice complicated an otherwise reasonable task,
A Jeep Un the Seillimacheen
e The trail-like road up the'Seillimacheen edver was navigable by jeep
to
A mining outfit is developing a claim somewhat beyond this
point; at the time of our trig sever 1 Swede lumberjac s acre
blasting out
the larger trees and making log bridges; a bulldozer followed
them up, pushing aside the small trees and roughly grading the wayl
-making 4 or 5 miles
of such rood per day, per day,

:!c:Turdo Creek.

The log bridges were of some interest. Teo 18-inch lops
were laid sideby-side ecross the stream or gully to be seanned;
these formed a shallow
groove,-call thir "a",--for the tires on one side,
Then 3 more'logs were laid
clooe togeeher, forming 2 more grooves,-ebe and ece.
Log sizes and sl acings
Imre such thct jeep rode grooves a end b, end a standard-w
idth light truck
rode a enc. C. It was alripht until the tires climbed
out of their gooves.
e jeep ride over a rough trail is somevhat of an experience, Each
•
per on must eork. out his cen technique for staying on,-governed by available
hand and toe-holds; ropes and ptiOns ere not usually used. ;Iy own locvtionee
on the front seat, outside position,-called for a sort of wedging procedure
combined with a modified inverse laybeck. Such a jeep ride is somewhat

‘e,

similar to a rice on horseback. nile the feeling of hazard in hors
eback
riding due to the great altitude at which one sits is not pres
ent, it is
replaced by an even greater pkichological reaction: the groun whiz
d
zing along
just beneath gives one practically the sensation that his feet
are dragging..
Prolongee riding, we were told, resulted in sores indistin
guishable from
saddle sores; medical authorities prescribe the same trea
tment for both,
namely, nealely, interdiction of equitation until healing
is achieved.
We reached the lumberjack's camp at Whiskey Creek by mid-afte
rnoon.
Olson, the cook, treated us to 9efter-Middagd" coffee; Swed
es, like the navy,
are of little use without their coffee,
couple of newly-fallen spruce
trees. briefly Stepped progress 'IaboveallhisXer Cree
k ane called out the everready ease. In early eVening•we reached. the end
of jeep travel, by the old
trapperls.cabin at the meeting of. McAirdo Cree
k with the Spillimacheen aver .
31 miles from Parson. Beyond here we walked,
for four weeks.
Any figures on walking distances which may be incl
uded,herevith. are given
about 'las the crew flies.” The true mileage
covered by the same crow stumbling along under a heavy pack, through a-pa
thlees.infinity of brush, rocks,
slide alder, devil's club, fallen trees, stee
pness and perversity cannot
well ; be guessed at..
, Sart the First:

ER

de-ureic) Creek to the west Sillimacheen.

The three days of back-packing into the Spil
lioacheen Divide were weary
ones. Our duffle at the start amounted
to about 120 pounds per man, requiring two carries; well over hal: of thc
weight as in food, figuring at the
rate of but 2 pounds per man per day
for a monthts supply.
tolerably good pack trail leads up :o!u
rdo Creek to the mining claim.
1"e followed this for 8 miles and then
started steeply up hill threugh the
nbush". !Mout 5 miles later we reac
hed an open boggy meadow, well up in the
pass between the Spillimacheen Rang
e and Silent Llountrin; here we cached
our
loads, suspended by tares between tree
s so as to be out of reach of bears,
and returned to the trapper's
cainp.

The others of our party had been in simi
lar country before and had a
fair idea of what lay ahead; this
,a.s my first initiation and that firs
t
dry held out two promises.
It had been a 22 mile eay, half of it
uphill with,packs.vpward of 65
pounds. Three miles were trailles
s and steep and it ,as my first try
at
beating through '
,bush!! under heavy load. Also, ae
had returned to camp
after dark and in a rain
squall.
By any previous experience of mine
22 miles over mountain trail with
only a light pack was a good
comfortable day's work. Adding 40 perc
my weight, taking away all
ent.to
semblance of trail for a third of the
way, and
doing this on our first day out,
made it something quite special. The
Promise was that of one hell of
a lot of work ahead.
The second promise was mixed up
with that alpine meadow we reached.
Patched with flowers, crossed
by snow-fed rills, framed in straight
standing
spruces, and with far glimpses
of tumbled snowy mountains that fina
lly made
the horizon,-it caused the
first promise to look quite pint-sized.

On Tuesday we bade a final "aj8" (Swede for "adieu", in case you haven't
guessed) to the lumberjacks at the trapper's cabin, carried our remaining
loads the 8. miles up McMurdo Creek and camped overnight. The next day saw
all our duffle Carried forward to another meadow, at the top of the pass.
This was directly off . the'end Of the West Spillimacheen Range, overlooking
elle Duncan Greek Valley.
From the :pass we saw more of the southern range spread before us. One pilee
of mountains we looked at with mush interest: we thought it to be the Battle'
Range, one of our tentative objectives. A better view, from a higher point,
showed the Battle Range to be farther to the west, and this other massive
pile was yet nameless; for purposes of our discussion we called it "Nemo",
whichl-if you recall your Jules Verne p-still means "nameless"
On Thursday Sterling, Arnold and Donald climbed the middle peak of the
rest Spillimacheen Range. Their route was up the north face between two small,
elaciers to the east ridge to the summit; it was a. first aeaent for this peak.
The fourth man Opent the:da:vsleeping in the sun, photographing flowers,
with a,heel-blistereat .eneeeXtremity and. a head-old at
e other, and enjoying
the bliss -that onlY surcease. from a. heavy packboard can give.. Leisure had
last,paught up with mei if only for a - day.
Spurt the .Two-th. .West eSPillithageoks to the Beaver Dunks.
Relaying. our steff for'eard from . the hest Spillimachcen Pass to the 'Beaver
Duncan Divide_ took. two mpre days and wa:: attended,. by one notable incident. '
Partway along,, on the first.day, -we mislaid half of our baggage
relaa,
pei,et ard thie cost us several...hours or qUartering the 4ouatain-side•-loaleinp,e
far certain Clear 1a4thar1 thaterovedeuite otherwisefor
time,, as .ae .
reauit:nightfallefound the four ofaisakt%the BeaVer7Dencan Divide.:,,aampiat. an,
a seall dry 0 ot ineaccuatpewith halflof oUr . dufficlare had one of the tents,
two sleeeing bags and a miscellany of food anc. uteneile.. On the...next night,
vitt' both - tenttaand aallaaur other dUfele ataaneathiS car0 in ,the seamp Was•:•
fairly ComfOrtable.
The'se!depacamplealn keeeing. with Donald's uhieuitoUs-qaw, of. Opposites",
had certain features abbut it,--some good, some bad. The spot Via6 dry enough.
It was well located as to drinking water with a pond and,stream:20efeet away.
surrounding us wittaluNuriant,clump$:OZZthountain rhododendien,"-thasSeSeof
creamy ehite hIcsnmVthat were a delight to see. Being,in a dense.'wood,
firewood was. abundant.. In the stream were a. few small fish , that we looked at
a bit hungrily. (Another yearlS.Aelling and .th6pe will have grown into
ravening school.-ef!eteelhead- salmon; se go eueh things).... Ptarmigan -and fool- '
hens came near enough to be clubbed but peaceful counsel prevailed and they, too,
were let be.. The swamp was, however, dark enough to be a haunt of the Dismal
Sauger and hardly.a-epot in which to dry out after a rain. Also, one couldn't
see the nearby mountains for the trees.
SO, after Our, two nights in the swamp camp we. moved. tents and belongings
about a mile, out into a broad, open game trail:closeto the headwaters of
Beaver River; this was on the old moraine below'Beaver Glacier, a place where
the spruce stand was not yet fully established. Wood was not so plentiful
here and the drinking watera.from the silty streath out of the glacier,• had to
be settled before use. 'Before our tents, however, was the towering view of
Mts. Sugarloaf, Beaver and Duncan with their glaciers and. snowfields. Beside
the pure enjoyment of it, such a. view also had its practical aspects:
the glaciers could be adrut sized to determine climbing routes and to locate
"live" areas or avalanche tracks; each distant roar of avalanching snow • •
turned all eYes upward to find its origin.
On the day we moved pampa Arnold and I did most of the moving while
Sterling and Donald explored down the Duncan River to "Holway's" Creek. - Their
purpose was to survey the,poesibilitieo for getting. in to the Battle' Rangt''
from that direction; Andy and Betty Kauffman, with Norman Brewster, were
e objective from the southwest and our party had some thought
working toward .,11:
of attempting it from the northeast. The scouts returned with a discouraging
report; it looked . a0 :though getting in the 10 miles. or so to the Battle Range
direction; and then coming out again) might well absorb all our tithe
from. th
and'energy'for a month. So at this time the matter was temporarily shelved.
Later observatione fremMte Sugarloaf . and Duncan resulted in abandonment of
the idea entirely.

The Sugarloaf Climb

The peak of Sugarloaf, some 10,750 feet in altitude and 0000 feet
above the level of our base camp, was the next objective. Arnold, who takes
a keen delight in mountaineering history, informs me that The "loaf" was
climbed in 10.90 by - Forster, Huber and Topham and again in 1907 by the Carson
Survey Party; in 1010 the South -Peak was climbed by Holway alone.
Should a real mountaineer read this account he probably will want a
explicit account of the route than my own words will give him, do, from
Arnold again, I secured the following concise description: we went up the
left edge of Beaver Glacier to the. spur rid.
leading onto Grand Nov, then
up the north Arete to the north peak, and finally to the south peak. My own
recollections of the climb, as you will see, are much less precise: it was
my firsts experience,with glaciers, snowfields, ice axe and crampons and the
strangeness and newness of everything left me with but a curious collectior
of impressions.
It was a long day, starting at about 4 01clock dawn with the wading of
• icy Beaver River. Then there was a scramble up a long moraine slope, under
the suspicious eyes of a‘family of mountain goats. A little higher and we
were skirting the serac Area with its fantasy of ice-columns and blue-green
depths.
Out in the crevasse and snow area, we roped up. Arnold and Donald tcsok
turns at the labor of :breaking trail. Sterling usually brought up the rear,
as anchor man. I put one foot in front of the other as required and tried
hard to keep rope, ice-axe and crampons in a proper state of subjection.
It sometimes seemed as though these items wanted to reach up and bite one,
and a cram.pon finally did. Later I may try to write coherently about the
ice-axe.
After the snow-work there was more rock scrambling, this time over
broken, frost-loosened shale; at times this sounded and felt as though one
were wading through the wreck of a crockery store.
We reached Sugarloaf's "summit",reumabiy its first Visitors since the
time of Holway in- 1910,-enjoyed the usual climbing lunch of hardtack, jam,
. nuts, raiSins'and chocolate, took pictures (:11ways• tied in to the rope-end
and under watchful eyes), and briefly rested among the rock crevices away
from the wind,. Arnold noted compass bearings and made sketches for later use
in filling in 'some of the unmapped topography to the south
About this time the thinkers oT the party, with too much leisure on
. their minds;-and with the aid of a protractor ?saci crude .plumb-bob-began to
rationalize as usual:. They decided that perhaps the snow-corniced peak a
half-mile away might boa little higher than where we were, making it the
true summit of Sugarloaf; privately, I couldn't see -what , difference that
• should make but, anyway, we climbed up onto that peak too (the south peak)
and then headed back for .camp.
We did not return to camp that night. The last traces of light, about
nine O'clock, saw us w.al below the glacier, picking our way among the rocks
.of the long moraine slope. A half-hour later found us, roped together for
safety, lowering ourselves by turns down the steep bed of a -cold water
trickle, half sitting in water, with a wet rope and weary dispositions.
About then we located-mostly by feell-some dead tree-snags fallen from the
crumbling morain-crest above; and with these to feed a warming fire we spent
the hours until dawn in the lee of .a boulder, alternately dozing and swapping
Yarns, freezing on one side and steaming on the other, It was a memorable
night in good company. A two-hour walk in the dawn light brought us to camp
and food.
Donald's first remark on untying his tent-entry was "Hey1 someone's been
here, I never tie up my tent this way." It seemed'a joke; we were in a
country visited only by occasional winter trappers and we knew of no mountaineers who had been here since Holway's visit a third of a century before. A
note in Arnold's tent disclosed that two Men,-Faberg& and Speckl-were camped
nearby and would like to meet us. • We had several pleasant visits with them.
They had just come up the Beaver River--a route which was to be our outward
course; in their short stay they made Climbs of Sugarloaf and the south
peak of Duncan and then headed. hack down the Beaver.

-6There noI ensued 4 days of intermittent rain, which resolved into a
foot or so of new snow on the peaks above us, Our army mountain tents proved
to be of waterproof fabric,-as advertised l-but someone had forgotten to coet
the sewed seams and these dripped merrily ("merrily" in restrospect only,
onaldfs technique of building a pile of spruce boughs on which to piteh H
tent paid off somewhat: It gave us the semblance of an island about wh
the water trickles flowed as in scuppers, leading to ihh corner gromme
holes from whence they finally escaped to the laroea I,.ae ':tJoor. Thi
other tent (Lake Wexler, it came to be called) fared
hell; one
Sterling wearing his rain jacket for protection inoLle his wet sleep-ang,
bag, The sun finally came out; we dried our wet belongings, picked tiny
strawberries at the rate of a mouthful an hour, slept, ate and felt better,
The next Climb was the south peak of Mt. Duncan, The day started with
a scramble up over the timbered spur that lies between the Beaver and Duncan
headwaters, bringing us out to Duncan Glacier, The traverse of the glacier
was enlivened by one crevasse,-a shallow one,-which had to be circumvented the
hard way: we went into it and then climbed up out of it., There also was the
crossing of an avalanche track safe enough at this time of dly but not loitered over, The glacier route brought us to the East Arte(to me another mess
of "broken crockery" as on the Sugarloaf climb), which lead us to the south
peak of Mt, Duncan, •
This day the mechanics of climbing were less new to me and there seemed
more time to absorb the. other impressions of the mountains. There were the
blue-green depths of the glacieT crevasses with the line,tracery on their
wills, There were the lights and shadows one could find in all the whitened
of snow, Thcre were the avalanche tracks to be studied and avoided, and the
grandsUnd view of one nearby avalanche with the muted roar of it tons of '
rolling snow. Beyond all was the calm serenity of the distant snowy mountain
from the' top Of Duncan was a sweep of scenery to stay long in one's memory,
Seventy miles to the east we saw Assiniboine and the other peaks of the.
Rockies; way to 'the north were the great icefields;.northwest were the halfdiscernible peaks of last year's expedition; Closer in,northerlyand northwest, was our friend Sugarloaf, with Mts., Grand and Wheeler and the snowfieldS
of Devine and Illecillewaet echeloned beyond, Southwesterly was . tho Battle
Range; we wondered-if the Kauffman party might be' even .then on Mt. Butters,
Southerly was a new and uncharted terrtorya-the liouston and 411olwayls"
Creek country- with our newly "discovered" Mt, Nemo, Far to the southeast we
saw the smoke-plume of a forest fire. Much of the distant topography was
known to Sterling from previous journeys and his being able to give the
names to the land added mot a little to one's delight in it. •
One of my most-vivid impressions is that connected with the wearing of
dark snow-goggles.up'among the snowfields. As you put . them on,' the blue-white
glare of the snow, .the cobalt blue of the sky, the green of the far forests
gives place to another world. You are in an immenSity of blacks and whites.
As your eyes relax. from the glare, the snow takes on a pure whiteness,
sculptured only by gray shadows and without trace of other colors; the vault
of the sky is essentially black, relieved by sharp white clouds merging into
the tenuous gray of the high cirrus clouds, this a backdrop for the even
blacker mountain masses; every rock seam and crevice stands out sharply,
either in shadings of "black" or in dense black slashed by crevice-caught
snow. It is an etching of large masses limned in wonderful detail, unrelieved
by colors,
A minor emergency on the downward trip demonstrated our mountaineering
technique. The lead man, Arnold, suddenly slid into a shallow crevasse;
the second man, Donald, with limited warning, was unable to recover and slid
nearly to the edge of it,- The third man,-Pete,-proMptly forgot all he had
the cure anchor of his imbedded' ice-axe, grabbed the rope
been told let
with both hands; dug in his heels and,-he firmly believes-stopped the slide.
Sterling, meanwhile, was well positioned'above, the handle of his ice-axe
planted deeply in the snow, waiting to take the load, Everyone recovered
and grinned) my chagrin lasted quite a while,
With regard to the above incident, it should be mentioned that four
men were involved and that there are at least that many versions of what
happened, In later argument over the matter Donald insisted that he had
snubbed the rope; Sterling quite agreed with him, pointing out that the word
"snub" means to "treat with scorn" or to "have nothing to do with."

Sleeping in the wet tent, with heels propped up on a pack to keep out
of the puddles, had caused a crick in one of my knees; it was hardly apparent
at first but became - quite painful on the return from Duncan, It was ,
impostible to say whether it was a temporary thing due to fatigue-curable by
rest and food,-or whether it might be something more serious. After some
discussion of the matter,-and after chewing another reflective straw,Sterling thought it best to put aside . thecriginal plan Of getting to .
glacier circIo over the high Deville Nev6 and we headed:down the Beaver
River instead.' Decisions such as this may seem simple in retrospect; at the
time, with their possibilities for good or bad unknown, they can be most
important and they may make or break a trip,
Third Syurt.„ Beaver Duncan Divide to Glacier Circle.
The last day of July saw us wading, for the last time, the wide, cold
shallows of the Beaver River in the divide and then heading down its left
bank. Our food consumption to date, plus ruthless discarding, had now
reduced our loads to 60 or 70 pounds per man, my pack was the lightest of
the lot-, but it still was a heavy enough load to roll beneath and rise up
with. The. west or "true left" river bank was. chosen, since) if the knee
showed improvement, we could strike west up Grand' Glacier to the Deville
snowfield Without further stream crossing, By late afternoon, despite
several vigerous massages by Donald, the .knee still ached.
. . So the . Deville
now grown to
the
Beaver,:
of
another
fording
made
we
was'
given
up
and
plan
a respectable streaM. Sterling carried an end of the rope across,-getting
well dunked,-and then the rest waded across with the packs; the water was
waist deep and ice-cold, and it required a. strong assist,from the rope to
keep one's balance in the swift water. That evoningis camp was in. a grassy
meadow studded with bluebells; rills of shoW-fed. water made their. littlo .
sounds all, about us. The troublesome knee, was WithoUt an achee thee next
morning and gave. no trouble again.
Three hours' beyond the bluebell mea16w and.wEscame to awell-defined
trail,-the first. Since McMurdo Creek -over '2 weekSHaaCk. It prevedoto be
interrupted by'fallen trees l-abeut 10.to the. mile:I-but it" was .a trail and
a great relief from the slow, patience-trying. way through the ."hush". Bush
packing undereheaVy loads becomes quite a,taskl it.is.qontipuopp,repetition
of scrambling over fallen logs, through wet . brush pushingoaside. springy boughs, across bogs, and steeply up and down over loose rocks,.orslippery
slopes. Occasionally there are open and fairly level stretches but these
seem few. I had rarely appreciated a- trail so mucheas'thisTone, we came upon.
It gave, us a new sense of ease and relaxation and put 'us all in 4, skylarking,
holiday mood, Our 5 mile trudge down the' trail to 'Beaver Camp, through e
long shadowy aisles of towering spruces and giant cedarsYl.was a fast, and,good
one, At Beaver Camp there is a forester's locked cabin,tand. little.else.but
scenery.
Then ensued two days of loafing in the sun about Beaver Camps _ With
much rest, food under our belts, and equipment well:dried out, we really.
"recharged our batteries." It was my first real sense, on this trip, of ,
being completely relaxed, full of the sun's warmth and at ease. Forester's
sometimes came to Beaver Camp on horseback and the resulting manured spots
about the carrel and along the trails were marked by stands of mushroonSv
Donald, our mushroon addict, had a field day identifying the varieties with
all their resounding Latin names; with firm faith in his knowledge ,he cooked
up a soup cf rough-stemmed Boletus in water and powdered milk and supped
heartily: the others of us found the flavor good but dared little ,more
than a lip-Wetting'tsste; it was Donald's inning for he sufiered no,i11effects,
The westerly view from Beaver Camp was superb. At your feet were the
flat islands formed where a side stream flowed into the Beaver River. Your
eyes moved upward from tnem, over the forested valley, up past the aldercovered gashes of old avalanche tracks, up over the rocks above timberline and finally, to the snowy top of Selwyn. This peak framed by the rock
precipices of the Guardsmen,-as as„ Macoun and Topham are called)--dominated
all the lesser details. Your eyes would take inflpwers, streams and wooden
slopes but finally they would turn again to the high-slopes of Selwyn.
Another
grown Beaver
cable. Theh
Selwyn, four

day saw us under packs once more, crossing over the now . fullRiver enl-sprprisinglyl-a. little car that rode along a steel
we started up through the woods for Glacier Circle'and-Mt.'
miles away.

On this day we encountered the severest travel of our entire trip,
After an easy climb through the woods we found a 300-yard width of arbor
vitae between us and the bare rock beyond... A .thousand-foot climb would have
• brought us above it. We started through and found too late,tbat we should
have gone up. It proved to be an almost impenetrable mass of the small
Aght.IT-growing cedars, sprung. up in an avalanche trlck) a snatehe6 at us
and cur. pack with a thousand springy finger as we s7,owly wormed our way
through, under and over it. After three hours het Work .we finally came
Out
.to the rock slopes beyond. Sterling had won throUch 'E., h(-P.d of the
rept of us;
he reported that he would spot our location by the movement of the folia
ge
and minutes later the foliage was still moving in very nearly
the sate . sPot.
By late afternoon, after ,crossing the bouldwP field below Devill
e
Glacier and -scrambling up a 500-foot moraine slOpe,we were
in the high
valley called Glacier.. GircIe. After some searching we found
the Originally
well-built, but now dilapidated, cabin that Sterling knew
of; its unkempt
interior- and its littered front yard let us know that we were
nearing the
warrens of.men again. We pitched our tents in the
spruce woods, but did use
the cabin-for a night or two after :ie had time to give it
a cleaning up.
_ -Glacier Circle is A high hanging-- valley at about 6000 feet altitu
de; it
has.a fairly --flat floor,-partly wooded and partly in marshy flowe
,
r-dotted
open meadows.
ring of steep cliffs nearly . encircles it, with half-a-dozen
,fr.ibbon-like streams dropping into it from the Snowfield
above, Across'
• ts lower ends. the Moraine slope dams in the . water• to
form a mountain lake
shaped 'like an arrow bead; turquoise in color when
seen.against the aftrn()on
sun, it looked a celd, steely blue,- flecked with pink,
when -we saw it- nom the
'7est one early dawn, A . lively -stream tumbles from
the lake down over the
..Kb.foot moraine.dam.. 'OUt in the upper, meadows are
sev-n-al project:!-mg
-islands. on Which spruce. trees have found footing; one
of these
reMinscent of ,a certain sketch of San Michele; On'one•edgo.
of the - valley
the spruces have ventured too close.to .the cliffs
; - the destruction wrought
...by snow avalanches with their attendant windSCan-b
e traeed4n the'staths
rough the trees. .
' Our one Climbing day from- Glacier Circle took us over
the shoulder of.
Mt Fox .across Pox Glacier, up on Mt. Hassler (II112
3:feet„..the highest peak
in the Southern Selkirks); and then over to
adjoining Mt. Selwyn (11,025
- feet). . Itwas_mOre glatier and • snow work, more
. ploddingover.loose, shaly
roc slopes, edlminating•in another sweeping pancr
amaof near and distant
Amountains and valJ_eys, 'Again there was the feeling of
being a tiny speck,though a;reasonably triumphant one,-in a great - ineo
Small triumphs
of this sort, impersonal-to the rest of the world
and .having 'little to do
with any earthly concept &f usefulness, are none the
less a refreshment to
• One's inner being.,
The return, down over TeVille Glacier) struck:a•sna
g•in getting past the
icefall, We were a couple of hours finding a
route .down or the .cliffs along
'the--east edge of the glacier; after much
scouting Sterling.andArnold located
usable way down, a short i'apelle was the
final key to the problem.
. Donald, behind me on theropel saved me .
tWide from my inexperience that
'Ae.y. Up on the shoulder- of Selwyn
my feet took to fumbling with the rocks
and he steadied me with the rape. Or
.Deville cliffs a hundred-pound rock,
My handhold for a moment, hurtled doWn
Past me; i'might have done likewise,
perhaps, except for his assist on the rope
again.' (Vel], that's what Donalds
and ropes are for.) Mountaineering,-it
appears, to this amateur0-requires a
curious combination of speed mixed with
great'odution; - the two seem quite
incompatible until.one gradually finds that
confidence is the catalyst by
which they are combined,'

The delay on the rock slopes made another night
bivouac seem imminent,
but the problem suddenly finding solution,
4 hard, fast walk brought us into
camp by the last light of:dusk.
At this point we were through with ice
-axe work and a description of this
implement and its ways might be includ
ed.

1
On Ice Axes
The Romans had their two faced Janus, Stephenson wrote
of Dr. Jekyl and
Mr. Hyde, Christianity has in Satan an Angel fallen from
grace. Mountaineers?
They have the ice-axe,-inanimate perhaps, but of a
truly dual personality
nevertheless.
For the benefit of the blissfully ignorant, the ice-a
xe is a tool
developed for mountaineers use in snow and ice
.
some
It
what
resembles
a lightly built pick-,axe. The head,
about 12 inches across, is made of
steel,<erged, tothpered0 .and,gro
und; one end of the head tapers to
a long
curved point; the other end is flat
tened like a email adz blade. The
three-foot Leaden handle attiches
to the head bY a well-reinforced
eye;
its other end terminates in a metal
spike. The tool is beautifully designed
for its purpose: it is quite ligh
t to carry; the cutting edge is usef
ul in
hacking out steps on icy slopes;
the sharp-pointed end may be driven
in to
secure a hold in firm snow or ice
or to increase one 's reaeh. The long
,
spiked handle is especially useful:
holding the axe by "„s heau and jabb
ing
the handle deeply into soft snow at
every other step, it gives a good anch
or
against sliding; the long handle read
ily penetrates the new, fluffy snow
into the more firmly packed layers
beneath; with a loop of the rope
thrown
about the implanted handle one can
brake quite heavy leads, Even the hand
les
oval cross-section is functionally
planned; a slight twist of the head
and
the oval handle enlarges its hole
in the snow so that it is easily pull
ed
out. It would appear that the-axe
is a boon companion in its proper elem
ent,
Now lets look a little further into
this thing. As you traVel through

the bush tbward the mountains,
it gives little sign of its capa
bilities one.
way or the other. True it is
a little troublesome; because
of
its length,
it cannot be packed away; the
best way to carry it is to ram
the handle
down along the edge of the packboar
d,-threaded through the lash
ings and tie
it in securely; you are freeuently
made aware of its presence
for, if you
tie it high, the T-shaped head
projects above your( load and gets
caught in
tree limbs; while if you tie it
low, the long spike comes belo
w your load
and catches on. things, while the
held may work around to nestle
against the
back of your neck. At camp
you must hang it safely out of
harm's way and then
not forget it the next morning
when you break camp. So far
, however, it has
been but a moderete nuisance.
.
Then you take it on a climb.:
You start out fresh, with a ligh
on your back and ice-axe in
t pack
hand a wading a stream, it
is cillite useful in
keePing your balance; up the
moraine slopes you carry it
jauntily; Using it
occasionally to steady yourself
. Then you have a little rock
climb and you
begin to have some slight doub
ts about it; it seems to be
getting the way
more than usual but you soon
forget that. Upon the snow
slopes the ice-axe
finally comes into its element:
it gives you a greet feeling
as you ram the handle deep
of confidence
ly into the snow and more than
once it saves you
from sliding; you gain almo
st a positive affection for
it and you wonder
how you ever came- to mist
rust the little devil.
Tell, itis when you. come to
the mean going of the loose,
ridges that you finally -and
crumbly rock
Tully -see the. Other, the
eviloide of the shield.
Now the going gets rough.
Every foot step has to be
consciously and rapidly
analyzed for its treachery:
one you can trust, one you
use lightly and quickly,
one slides a little unde
r you; you try not to let any
of them throw you.
You're not quite sure whether
a slab is fixed for all time
frost-loosene4 delicately
or. whether it is a
balanced thing waiting only
an extra ounce to go
tumbling down. You long
for half a dozen hand-hol
ds. You find you are no
octopus and have hut two
hands. .Then you find that even
for in your left hand is
these two are no good
the ever present coil of
rope
,
ahead, and in your right
leading to the man
hand is that confounded ice
-axeJ So you do the beat
you can with a fistful
of rope, one with a fistful
of axe. Somewher
the way you rig a wrist thon
g for the axe which is of some help; withe along
this
youtre not"so likelYto drop
it over a cliff in a.weak.momen
t. But it still
remains a clumsy, clattering
impediment to free use of those prec
ious handholds

and your animosity toward it becomes personal indeed, On the way down you
try tying it to your pack: you tie it low-and the spiked handle either
awkwardly catches in crevices or jabs you in the leg, and the head worms
around to poke its cold steel into your neck; you tie it high and the head
reaches out to snag overhanging rocks and the handle spike now gives you
only an occasional st:b in the buttocks. The high position seems to give the
most mitigations of your troubles and you leave it so, you have long ago
turned to profanity for relief,-first silently, then more and mare vocally;
long years oi piloting 4 C./' behind erratic motorists are hardly adequate
trAning for this ordeal bat you are thankful for such stock of short
Anglo-Saxon expressions as you have. My fulminations made a noteworthy
contribution to the melting of at least two glaciers in the Southern Selkirks.
Also Dm now doubly barred from that clan of mountaineers who are of the
strong, silent type.
This should give the reader some slight concept.of , the remarkable
dualism that is inherent in the lowly ice-axe.:
•
One might suppose that the Bermani-soled ski shoes we all wore would
.likewise seem a mixed blessing: they appear :enormously clumsy and weigh
nearly seven pounds to the pair. Somehow,. I felt nothing but Undiluted
affection for these monsters.
Homward

•

Fourther SAaurt.

The trek up over the cliff behind Glacier Circle and then across the
illecillewatt snowfield to Polley Rocks,-(in the shadow of Sir Donald)marked our last day as a four-man team. The going was quite safe and Sterling
let me set the pace; as is the manner of inexpert pace-setters I went too
fast.
.

-

•

By this time my supply of film had become rather low,-a thing which I
regretted exceedingly on our crossing of the Illecillewaet Nev6. This
expanse of sn,4. was something to please a mathematician, had he been along.
It stretched away in great warped surfaces that •CQUiCi. alMost be set to
equations. . Superimposed on the primary surfaces. were 'subL.pdtterns of ridges,
furrows and.•hollows, sweeping along with hill and dale -like Contour. plowing.
Some p<T,,tternsdaeemed to be formed dby- flowing :iIater. and OtherS : from direct
melting or sublimination by the sun, winds may have contributed as Well..
Mt. Sir Donald with its out-lying skirt (no comments, please) knelt alone at
the northern edge of the snow pldin, looming slowly larger as we plodded d
toward it; around were farther and lesser peaks but Sir Donald dominated the
nev4.
Below Perley Rooks we struCk the t ail that drops 4000 feet to the
railroad at Glacier, B. C. On the down tril we found a small camp which
later proved to belong to a solo-climber named: Petit, the third Man we were
to meet in nearly a month's travel. Beneath Mt.-8ir•Donald v at about 7500
feet, three of us Made camp, intending to stay as long:as our food lasted
Sterling decided he'd better get back to his bread-4.and-butter work and after
seeing our camp set upl ieft us here. Arnold and Donald attempted an ascent
of :Sir Donald the next day but the weather turned nasty and they compromised
by making the less exposed climb of Uto Peak instead; en route they were .
joined by Petit,. Who had heard of their climbing plans from Sterling the ..
evening before in Glacier. Early next morning
we:could see a rainstorm coming
up the valley; so we broke camp and headed
for Glacier., reaching civilization
again in a heavy downpour. A. cup of hot tea at
the Canadian Alpine Club
cabin, with Betty Kauffman as hostess, marked
the end of the Itrip: (Unless
two steak dinners apiece, for the next three
days,deonstituted a more fitting
ending).
At this'stage statistics seeM sa bit boresometo
the writert 'especially
since they must be dualj.fied in So many ways to
give them meaning. To make
a very rough estimater we walked,-apart' .111.6M.,t..0,ecli:mbS,725miaes by trail and
50.mi1eb sans trail. ThecliMbS',.if
cbnyerted..intp'miles, would have
d.
considerably le
meaning, ofAhe:three Main climbs two were
of dawn-to-dusk
length (16 hours- or.so)1 and the other one
spiiled over into the next 'morning
by a .couole of hours.• It waS a Pour
week trip.
•
.
•
On this journey I had hoped to find what
makes :Mountdineering,with all
its toil and hardship by urban Standards,
-so appealing to the thousand o' so
people an. this continent who enjoy it. I
may have:fbund out.,
-

